primecoat
We’ve Got Change to Spare

primecoat

Did you hear about the guy who kept making jokes about mistints? He got
fired for “off-color” humor.
Shakespeare wrote about paint in Romeo and Juliet: “Epoxy on both your
houses!” he said.
I’d like to do a whole column of those, but I can’t think of enough. But there is
a story of a painter using a two-part epoxy calling up his dealer saying, “I just put
down part A, now what do I do with part B?”
Things change. We bemoan how Kids These Days don’t know what a rotary
phone is, well Kids These Days don’t know what smelly oil paint is either. When
we were kids we used to wash our hands with turpentine. Oh, the good old days!
I remember doing that and taking the paint off my hands—magic! It wasn’t like
we did it every day, but I do remember it.
And what was so great about a rotary phone that we need to keep it
in our world for ever and ever and ever? Remember calling up your
friends?
Is Jimmy there?...No. (Silence) Well, who is it?…It’s Jerry.
Jerry who?…Jerry Rabushka.
How am I supposed to spell that? (sigh) Let me get a pencil. Does
he know who you are?
No, but wait until I work for The Paint Dealer for 26 years, and
editor
he will...(sigh again) Let me get your number.
JERRY RABUSHKA
Jimmy never gets the message, and you have to call again.
Back in the old days, painters didn’t have to work in the cold. Now
they can. It’s cold but you can extend your season down to 35 degrees. Paint took
longer to dry, didn’t level as well, did a lot of things, and you couldn’t take calls on the
job because you had a rotary phone at home and your kids were on it all day anyway.
Remember too when you’d call a paint store and you’d get some crabby guy or
gal answering the phone? Good luck with that these days. Online reviews have
forced people into civility, at least on occasion.
I’m not sure what’s so hard about being nice to people. And if there’s one thing
that’s changed for the worse in this industry, it’s that more people are complaining to me that more people aren’t as nice. They don’t respond, they don’t follow
through, or they fly off the handle over the smallest mistake. Then you fix the
mistake, but they refuse to be satisfied. We never like typos, but I always think of
that famous version of the Bible that commands “Thou Shalt Commit Adultery”
and I realize my mistakes could be worse.
Did you hear about the paint dealer that told his staff to lighten up, so they
only sold pastels?
Back in ’93 I moved into an apartment complex, where a nice older lady named
Clare was manager, or as her business card misprinted “Resident Manger.”
Everyone liked her; I still drink coffee out of a mug she gave me that a former
resident left behind. When she retired to a condo in Florida, people were rude
as could be to the woman who replaced her. They couldn’t handle change and
blamed someone who had nothing to do with it. It got so bad the complex told
people they could break their lease and move out if they were that upset.
Change will always be part of the industry. Most likely very few will mourn the
demise of two-part epoxy with a 30 minute pot life. Not even Shakespeare. TPD
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©2017 Benjamin Moore & Co. Benjamin Moore, Paint like no other, and the triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co.

When you join the Benjamin Moore retailer network, it’s
your store, not a franchise. Which means no franchise fee,
and 100% of your investment goes into your own store.
Go to benjaminmoore.com/newdealers to learn more.

paintscene
Connect with
Festool in Las Vegas

paintscene
Dealers, contractors, and customers interested in Festool
products are encouraged to visit Festool Connect, held
this year in Las Vegas. The company calls it “our annual
celebration of Festool, craftsmanship, and friends.”
It’s a free event, however registration is encouraged so
they can arrange for attendees to have the best experience
possible. Festool connect will be held Saturday, October
27 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at Enclave, 5810 S. Eastern
Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119, where you’ll be able to
take advantage of the following:
• Demonstrations and clinics from the Festool
training team.

Richard’s Appoints
Tom Griffey
Richard’s Paint Mfg. Co., Inc., has
announced the appointment of Tom
Griffey to the position of Director of
Sales. Eric Richard, President, of Richard’s Paint, indicated
Griffey’s promotion will serve to propel the strategic sales plans
and growth of the Company. Griffey has been with Richard’s
paint since 2001, when he joined the company as Operations
Manager, Orlando Retail Division. He went on to become
Sales Manager-Infiniti Division and in 2003 was promoted to
Regional Sales Manager overseeing Florida and the Caribbean.
With an impressive career in the coatings industry, Griffey has
demonstrated proficiency for staying in tune with this ever
changing industry.

• Demonstrations from Festool partners including
SawStop, Shaper Tools, and Tanos.
• Exclusive access to Festool swag—shirts, hats, stickers,
etc.—from the upcoming Festool Fanshop.
• Get your tool questions answered.
• Free food and beverages.
• And more to come!
festoolusa.com/company/festool-connect

Win the Indie!
Independent We Stand invites both the public and business owners to help promote the importance and strong
economic benefits of “buying local” through the eighth annual Indie Award. The contest provides a chance for
the winning independent business to reinvest in themselves through a branding, advertising, and public relations
makeover valued at $25,000.
Getting involved is as easy as nominating locally owned small businesses that go above and beyond to support their
communities through charitable donations and community outreach. The web-driven small business of the year
contest also gives supporters the opportunity to acknowledge businesses that exceed customer service expectations
and also grow their local economies.
“With small business optimism at a record high, consumers have a chance to boost that positive outlook even more
through this contest,” says Bill Brunelle, co-founder of Independent We Stand. “We want to help bolster the efforts
to grow small business, just like our members do every day in their communities, by giving customers a platform to
recognize their favorite indie businesses. The bottom line: we all win when small businesses succeed and people
buy local.”
Anyone can nominate a small business online starting Sept. 24. Voting begins as soon as a business is nominated.
Consumers can vote a maximum of three times per 24 hour period from the same IP address. Any locally owned
and operated business in the U.S. is eligible to enter the contest. Nominate and vote at IndieBizAward.com. The
nomination phase and initial voting run through Nov. 11.
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Apply Yourself to Your

APPLICATORS!
Pull some strings
and sell some
brushes.

have the right one for a specific task a customer needs.
I checked in with Roland Kolilias, VP of ArroWorthy,
as well as Ben Waksman, President of Corona Brushes,
to get their take on what you can do to sell more brushes
and applicators of all kinds without making your head,
or most importantly, your wallet spin!

Varieties, Spices, and Lives

First things first, how much should you stock? Ben
Waksman comes right out of the gate with a reminder of
how many painters see it. “From a pro painter’s standpoint,
there’s no such thing as too many brushes. No matter how
many a dealer has, they may be missing that one brush the
painter wants.” It’s just like what I go through every day on
my retail floor. There’s always going to be that one person
that needs the one thing we don’t stock!
Don’t, however, beat yourself up over it. “In general,
successful displays should have a good variety presented
in a clear and organized fashion to avoid confusing the
customer,” Ben continues. “Having a varied and full selection makes you unique and keeps your customers loyal.”

I

recently went down to the always wonderful Nashville, TN, to the summer trade show for the musical
instrument industry, “Summer NAMM” (National
Association of Music Merchants). Because my day job is
in a vintage guitar shop, for me this is like the National
Hardware Show for the music industry. Much like
NHS and Lancaster shows, it can
BY contributing writer
be sensory overload, so some preJOSH BOHM
planning definitely helps to make
the best use of your precious time as a dealer. I wanted to
check out a couple of new brands, including a third line
of guitar strings. If you remember from my article a few
months back (or even if you don’t), I reorganized those
strings so they would be more friendly for my customers,
and I condensed my offering.
Now I always promise to bring it back to paint and sundries, and this month is no different. Perhaps some of the
stocking and display we have learned with strings at the
guitar shop will help with bristles at the paint store. The
closest approximation in the paint and sundries sphere
would be applicators. With certain types of product, like
strings or applicators, there are many angles to come
from: how many and what subtypes to stock, then what
to do to make sure all that inventory moves. Without a
good plan, you can stock applicators from floor to ceiling
and even out to your warehouse, and you still might not
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Top: Corona dealer with a good variety of Corona brushes
on display. Above: A painter finding the right Corona tool
for the job.

Now you may wonder if you should stick with one
monolith of a brand, or have a smaller selection of different brands. For that, Roland Kolilias weighed in. “Most
painters seek out what they think will give them the
best results for the project on hand, that includes
moving from one brand to another.”
Waksman continues: “With one strong
brand, you could be successful as long as there
is a complete offering. However, one of the
things that separates the independent dealer from the chains and mass merchants is
being closer to the painter, knowing what
the painters need and want and to offer
his customers more variety and depth.
To achieve that, most independents carry
multiple lines in applicators as well as paint.”
It’s true that as an independent you have the freedom to
choose between different suppliers because each market has
different needs and there will never be a one stop stocking
solution. Along with great product, you can add service
into that mix. I’ve personally only wanted to do business
with people who are easy to get along with and have good
service. There was more than one occasion that a company
I admired was being difficult when we were trying to get
product, so we switched to a supplier that took better care
of us—make sure people are switching to you and not from
you! Keep a decent stock, and find out how to build that
stock by talking to your customers and finding their needs.

“ArroWorthy introduced its new Professional
Handcrafted Oro brush series featuring our own
proprietary Chylyn filament,” says Roland Kolilias.
“The acceptance from the user has been fantastic.
The Oro brush delivers the level of consistency in
paint pick-up and finish that painters are looking for
in a professional brush as they switch from one coating
to another. Cleans-out easily.”

Rolling It In

The other concern all of us have is “How am I
going to make all of this fit?” but Ben has some basic
guidelines to making your display more user-friendly.
“Good visibility, lighting, and access are all steps to a
successful display. Displays need to be clean and follow
logic to make it easy for the painter to select the proper
tools,” he said. “Put key items at eye level to promote
quality. Don’t use that valuable spot for chip brushes or
other throwaway products.”
I do a similar thing on our string wall, where I have the
best quality as well as value items in the middle section
of the wall, leaving the rest to the edges. It’s really helped
customers focus in on things that are a surefire hit for
them (and usually a good margin for you!) while leaving
the budget lines for those who seek them out.
Remember, though, that there are always some applicators that just work better than others for certain tasks
and it’s your job as the expert to steer your customers in
the direction that’s going to give them the most success.
“The emphasis should always be on what applicators
work best for particular coatings,” Waksman says.
“One brush or one roller doesn’t cover all the needs.
For example, Chinex® brushes work great with high
viscosity paints and coatings and we have been successful with our Chinex tools. But, with thinner viscosity
waterborne-alkyd hybrid enamels becoming so popular,
we found that our 100% nylon brushes, especially the
finer filament Champagne Nylon™ series, work best.”
Especially for a DIYer, choosing the wrong applicator
can make the difference between the job being a success
or them being discouraged and not coming back.

Make Some Room

I ended up expanding my display area, and I made the
flow of product very eye catching to draw the customer in
to what we have. The second prong of that process is to
consult with people who know the product and its applications, even if they’re not in your everyday wheelhouse.
I don’t play death metal, I’m more of a bluesy guy, but
you better bet if you come in looking to put together the
most earth-shattering, ear-bleeding, metal sludge rig on
the planet, I can steer you right.
That’s why people frequent the independent over a big
box, where if you’re asking for help with a product or application, you have to go through three people before you get
half an answer. Whether it’s trim, radiators, walls, indoor,
or out, keep a good working variety of applicators and the
knowledge behind them and you’ll be ready to...roll! TPD
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justsayyes
Service vs. Experience:
Know the Difference
What does a good customer experience look like at your
company? What does good customer service look like?
Ask everyone on your team and listen to the answers.
Will they define both terms the same way
or differently? It will be interesting to see
if your team recognizes the difference
between experience and service.
Many people don’t understand the difference between customer experience and
customer service, but does it really matter?
That said, experience, when it comes to
business, is what the customer perceives
from the time they enter your store until
contributing writer
the time they leave. While it includes
customer service—which is a big part of
SHEP HYKEN
the overall experience—it is also how your
offerings are packaged, your advertising
and marketing messages, and more. As mentioned, it’s
the entire experience. It’s every interaction, human or
otherwise, that you have with the brand.
Then there is the definition of customer service. Sure,
it may be the “department” that customers go to when

“Your brand is
the sum of all
your customer
interactions.”
they have a problem (as a store owner, that’s probably
you), but it also includes every contact the customer has
with anyone they encounter in your company. It’s focused
on people interacting with people. There’s more to it
than that, but for this conversation, let’s stick with these
simplistic definitions.
So, knowing the difference between service and
experience really doesn’t matter. What’s important is for
everyone to know how they contribute to the customer’s
experience. Some employees interact directly with the
customer. They help drive customer service, which as
mentioned, is a big part of the customer experience.
And while some employees don’t have any interaction,
what they do behind the scenes impacts the customer’s
experience. It is important for every employee to know
the role they play in this and how the way someone
organizes your shelves and sundries is just as important
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as the initial greeting and project help.
All of this is leading to the concept of your brand and
its reputation. I recently had a chance to sit down with
Brian Chaput, the director of Offering Management at
IBM, and he made a statement that summarizes all of
this. “Your brand is the sum of all your customer interactions.” In just ten words he nailed it! That’s experience
and service, all rolled up into one. The outcome is the
perception of your brand’s reputation—and everyone has
a supporting role in that perception. Everyone has some
impact, in some way, on the customer’s experience.
So, does everyone in your organization know how
they fit into this experience? Are they on the front line,
delivering service directly to the customer? Are they
behind the scenes, doing something that impacts that
experience? There is customer service and then there
is customer experience. Sometimes they are the same,
and sometimes they aren’t. To the customer, it doesn’t
matter. TPD
Shep Hyken is a customer service expert
and best-selling business author. For more
information visit hyken.com. ©MMXVII Shep Hyken.
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And the Bann

Photo here and below right courtesy of Franmar.

What’s up with Methylene Chroride?

I

f you want strong opinions, you can either ask people
about politics—or in our industry, paint strippers.
Methylene chloride, widely hailed as the fastest and
most effective paint stripper on the market, has come
under about a quarter century of fire because it can be
hazardous to your health, if not fatal, if used improperly.
While the industry has, over
BY editor
time, spawned a lot of alternaJERRY RABUSHKA
tive chemistry, some people feel
it is important to keep MC on the market. And…some
emphatically do not. A couple months ago we had some
industry experts weigh in on using or not using this
particular remover, and the debate rages on.
On top of this, the EPA is still considering banning
the substance altogether. But for now, it’s still available
even though at least three major national retailers have
announced they’ll be pulling it from their shelves. This
leaves you, the independent dealer, with the option to sell
it and pick up business from people who can’t get it from
those national chains. Now, when they come to you to
buy paint stripper, maybe you can show them the latest
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faux finish or long-handled brush, or “green” products
they never knew existed because you had them and the
box did not.

Out of Hibernation

Franmar, based in Bloomington, IL and makers of the
BLUE BEAR® brand, got its start manufacturing safer
products—including alternatives to methylene chloride—by
utilizing soybeans and other natural elements. Scott Sarver,
the company’s Marketing Coordinator, offers his perspective
from that particular window. He points out that this shift
in retailers eliminating methylene chloride and n-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) products is not at the direction of the
EPA, but rather in response to calls from consumers and
consumer advocacy groups. “A formalized decision from
the EPA has not yet been made though it would seem that
at some point MC will end up on a banned list,” he said.
He adds that while you as an independent can still
offer MC and NMP products, it’s important to make
sure you have that alternative for customers looking for
safer products.

ed Played On
But he agrees—heck, who can deny it—methylene
chloride does perform. “The reality is that MC works well
to strip paint, but whether it is the pro or the homeowner
using it, the risks are always there,” he points out. “Even
professionals using the precautions have succumbed
to MC, so we feel that those risks are
unnecessary for both the DIYer and the
pro.” These safer strippers might even
save money! “Because Franmar’s products
do not evaporate like MC, an end user
ends up using less of our product to do the
same amount of work as MC.”

And it can take it off, even though just like any remover
Sarver recommends trying out a test area for evaluation
before applying it to the entire surface. This new product
removes polyurethanes, enamels, latex, oil based paints,
epoxies and just about any other type of paint that one

Sales are “Taking Off”

Unfortunately—and this is another
“well known fact” of the industry—a lot
of the early attempts at replacing MC
weren’t very effective; “green” products
in general had to prove their mettle after
some false starts. Still, as time went by,
R&D folks worked their way around the
problems, and the Franmar staff tells us
they’ve got a winner which will be on the
market very soon. “When the green product movement began, often these products
suffered from a lack of effectiveness,”
Scott said. “When we were developing
our new Blue Bear Paint Stripper with
Safenol™, we knew that this new product
could not be less effective than our other
paint strippers. Our final formulation
works as well, and in some cases better,
than our previous Blue Bear offerings and
exceeds other non-NMP paint strippers
we have compared it to.”

www.paintdealer.com
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may encounter,” he said. “This paint stripper is very low
odor and incredibly safe to use, so it would be appropriate to use indoors, around your family or pets, and even
on larger industrial jobs where there are environmental
and safety concerns.
“Blue Bear’s New Paint Stripper with Safenol™
will be available for purchase in mid-October at an
attractive price to both dealers and customers (MSRP
is $12.95 per quart), and dealer inquiries are welcome,”
he concluded. franmar.com

An Emcee for MC

We spoke on the subject with Charley “Chas” Wolfson, Executive Vice President of Sales at Samex, and if
you know Chas, to start an article off with “he has a lot
to say” is pretty much par for the course. But he did,
and all the better for us. Samex, makers of Rock Miracle
since 1936, manufactures a wide variety of stripping
products, so Wolfson came out of the gate saying he has
no agenda other than making sure his customers have
the paint removal products they want and need.
From there, he tells us, methylene chloride products
are still by far the most popular strippers on the market,
and with three large players in home improvement
taking it off their shelves, it’s sending a lot of people to
the independent who have rarely or never been there
before. Suddenly there’s a commodity product that they
have to get from you!
“It could, in a positive way, affect the independent
who is wise enough to capitalize on the three big
guys dropping it, because methylene chloride is the
most demanded stripper out there,” he said. Mainly
because of your pro customers, MC products have been
Samex’s biggest sellers at independent paint stores.
“The demand for our methylene chloride
product versus MC free
products is significantly geared, thru the
independent, towards
the MC product,” said
Wolfson. “Independent
dealers have only to gain if
they go after the customers
that were buying it at those
three other retailers.”
Wolfson reported that
already many of his independent customers have
noticed an uptick in MC
business since other stores
have told their customers they won’t be selling it
anymore. “These contractors have walked and are now
shopping at the independent,”
Chas observed. While you’ve
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got them, keep them! “Now that they’re in your store
buying something they can’t buy elsewhere, they might
go you know I need some brushes…some thinner, some…
whatever it is…and if you treat these people with great
care they’ll buy from you going forward and not just
when they need methylene chloride.”

Is NMP “Not My Problem?”

Methylene chloride’s partner in grime, n-methylpyrrolidone, is also under some scrutiny. “We make
products with NMP as well,” said Wolfson. “MC and
NMP are chemicals that have effective paint-removing
qualities, and the truth is that in order for paint stripper
to work it has to be effective and strong, so if you want
something that’s going to work it’s going to have some
consequences elsewhere.” All strippers, he noted, have
some negative effects on the human body—we’re just
not made to handle these types of chemicals. “However,” he added, “with the proper precautions and safety
measures they are all safe and effective to use. Or, you
can get a a bottle of cola and take some things off with
that,” he smiled.
So where does that leave Rock Miracle? Read the
directions, then follow them. “When used as directed
on the label it’s safe and effective. We will continue to
make the product until we are not legally allowed to sell
it,” Wolfson assured us.
But there are alternatives, and in fact, Samex has
recently come up with a new one from here, which you
can conveniently see in their ad on page three. And
while it will be effective, he still thinks MC products
will rule the roost until the EPA rules it out. “To address
the needs and desires of some customers, we’ve had an
MC free product for 25 years, but
it never really sold well,” he said.
“Rock Miracle is one of the fastest
and most effective paint strippers
on the market. It works on 99% of
paints out there. That’s the go-to
product.”
And while its still up in the air
if the EPA will decide to ban
the sale of methylene chloride,
Samex is playing it “safe” by
having a replacement ready to
go. “We have been working
for well over a year because
we saw the handwriting on
the wall,” said Wolfson. “We
have two new products that
are mirror images of the
original Rock Miracle, but
they are MC free and nonflammable.” Look for them
to be introduced in the next
few weeks.

Labels for
Samex’s new
products.

buying and selling this product.
In 2014, EPA addressed the paint stripping uses in
its risk assessment, then in January 2017 it proposed
prohibiting the consumer and commercial paint
stripping uses for methylene chloride.
From here, EPA intends to finalize the methylene
chloride rulemaking and is working to send the
finalized rulemaking to the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB). TPD

High Cost Performance
“We’ve
been testing them for
about six months,” he said. “We do not
release products until they are fully vetted in the field—not just in the lab. In
my view it’s 95% as effective and fast as
Rock Miracle without MC or NMP. You
will be satisfied. It’ll be a learning procedure since it is slightly different, but
like anything else we have to instruct
people on how to use the products
correctly.” As long as people are happy
with what they’re using already, he
doesn’t see them changing over until
they absolutely have to. But it’s always
good to have an alternative and to be
able to tell your customers that in most
instances it’s just as effective.
“Being clear and fair, we make all
these products, so I have no best interest
in needing one vs. the other,” said Chas.
“It’s our job to support our customers,
so I’ll give them whatever they want.
It’s the consumer’s choice. The pro or
DIYer will determine what will happen
in the future until the government, in its
‘finite’ wisdom, will make a determination.” rockmiracle.com

Simultaneous Dispenser
◎Efficiency up to: 350ml/min x 8

S4

◎ Piston pump, calibration free and

Automatic Vibrational Shaker

easy maintenance
◎ 3-year warranty

G36

Manual Clamping
Gyroscopic Mixer

AO350

Automatic Dispenser
Simultaneous Dispensing

A+ 350\600\900

Automatic Simultaneous Dispenser

What does EPA say?

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced upcoming actions
on methylene chloride, but as of yet has
not issued a final rule; manufacturers
and the product’s users are both waiting
to hear if they will be able to continue

◎
◎
◎

100% Recirculation
Purge Free
Dry Free

M3

V10

1 Gallon Mixer

Manual Dispenser

2000 Bloomingdale Road, Suite 220, Glendale Heights, IL 60139
1-855-SANTINT direct line 847-350-6911 fax 847-350-6912

www.santintusa.com
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Pick a color,

EXA

Datacolor explains its new color tools.

T

he more exact color can get, the more picky people
will be. If everyone expects it to be “off” a bit, you
won’t hear much complaining. But such isn’t the case
these days, so the more tools you’ve got to help make that
“exacting” client happy, the more your customer base will
grow while your mistint pile will shrink.
The folks at Datacolor have several solutions to help you
firm up your position as a color expert, so we asked them
to explain “exactly” what those solutions are.
For one, they tell us, these tools will help customers
choose and identify the correct color on the first try,
because who wants that mistint pile to get so big you can’t
get past it to the break room? “Identifying paint color is a
challenge for millions who work every day at jobs and on
projects that depend on their ability to perceive, manipulate, and communicate paint color,” said Susan Bunting,
Director of Marketing, Consumer Solutions.
“In order to successfully sell paint to these individuals
and to drive loyal customers back again and again, you need
to offer solutions beyond fan decks and paint cans. With
Datacolor’s solutions, you can become the ultimate design
center. Thanks to accessible and affordable technology,
you and your staff can become paint experts delivering
exceptional customer service.”

ultra-portable, Bluetooth® connected, color selection
device, allowing professionals and DIYers to precisely
identify colors of paint and everyday objects across color
collections. Independent from a color matching system,
it works in conjunction with the free ColorReader
mobile app on both Android and iOS devices. With
industry-leading performance of greater than 94%, the
ColorReader saves time compared to using a traditional
color search with a fan deck or color card.
Learn more at ColorReader.Datacolor.com.

What, Exactly, Are You Talking About?

Here are a few tools and their benefits as described by
the company:
Datacolor 200R: measures color samples using a
spectrophotometer to formulate colors. The countertop
system provides color measurement, formulation, and
correction with the ability to match across any texture.
The system utilizes Datacolor’s proprietary SP2000
technology, capturing the true spectral fingerprint of
any color at the highest possible accuracy.
Datacolor 20D: portable version of the 200R, providing
highly accurate sample measurement in any location.
Datacolor PAINT 2.0: a paint matching software solution which offers best in class formulation accuracy
while using an easy-to-learn, easy-to-use interface. The
lab-quality matching capabilities enable you to find the
right color for your customer faster, but also formulate
that color with greater accuracy—improving customer
satisfaction and minimizing re-tints.
ColorReader and ColorReaderPRO: ColorReader is a
new pro-grade color measurement tool designed to
help customers find, coordinate, save, and share colors
from their color collections. The device is a low cost,
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I Want to Learn it Now

Good point! Why put down a great magazine to go
online and get distracted by kittens and politics when
there’s information literally at your fingertips? Let’s devote
some space to letting Datacolor explain how its ColorReader can help:
“Along with helping consumers as we mentioned
previously, it also can help your contractors as well. You
can sell ColorReader to your pro-painters to help identify color instantly, on-site, which saves them time and
money. The device can help contractors differentiate
themselves through the use of professional technology,
helping them stand out to their clients. It’s up to you to
decide how you want to offer the ColorReader to your
customers.
TPD columnist Mark Lipton, President of Tremont
Paint in Bronx, NY, is an advocate for ColorReader. “It’s
more than just a gadget. It’s a smart device for retailers and
contractors that simplifies the color matching process, saving time and money—which is a success story right there,”

ACTLY Any Color
BY editor

JERRY RABUSHKA
he said. “When a contractor gets a call to repaint a facility
like a school or hospital, a lot of time gets wasted trying
to match colors. Cutting out a piece of drywall, fumbling
around with color fandecks—these are all time-consuming
efforts…and it’s not like I have to ‘sell’ my customers on
the ColorReader. I show them how it works, they try it for
themselves, and that’s it!”
Plus it’s small and easy to use! “The pocket-sized
ColorReader device can be placed against a surface
to determine the paint color match from a library
of color collections, whether it be an existing
paint color you’re looking to match, a pillow, or
a piece of fabric that is serving as the inspiration
for a new paint job,” said Susan Bunting. “Simply tap the button on the Bluetooth-connected
ColorReader mobile app and you’ll see the top
three results in seconds for the best match to
thousands of colors. The mobile app gives you
the ability to change matching color collections,
coordinate colors, build palettes, and save and
share projects.”
Better yet, she says, it almost always works
the first time. “ColorReader sets itself apart with
a first shot success rate of greater than or equal to 94%,
ensuring you get color right the first time, and eliminates
the need for searching through fan decks,” she continued.
“Since it is not paint brand-specific, you can use it for
whatever brand you carry and
even customize it to only show
results from the collections your
store stocks, in addition to store
branding options.
“Successful businesses need
to anticipate customer needs
and embrace innovations that
streamline work and improve
efficiency, both for the retailer
and its customers. Ensuring contractors have the supplies and
tools to keep them at the top
of their business is how retailers
can set themselves apart and adding ColorReader to your product
offerings helps do just that. Additionally, Datacolor’s new
reseller program for the ColorReader allows retailers to
deliver the latest, best technology to their customers,
while reaping the financial benefits,” Bunting concluded.

Get in Touch

To get ColorReader or any of the other products
mentioned above you can contact Datacolor directly; these
products come directly from the company as opposed to
a specific paint company. However, paint companies have
the option to co-brand and distribute the ColorReader
family of products to their customers and through
their sales channels. Each of these tools will
work with the major paint brands and their
paint collections, allowing you to customize
your color matching and formulation to the
specific collections you stock. Best of all worlds,
tell the company what’s on your shelves, and
they’ll find a way to help out.
“Above all else, Datacolor prides itself on manufacturing technology that provides the most accurate first shot color matching on the market,” said
Bunting. “Take, for example, Datacolor PAINT 2.0,
which provides 30 percent greater efficiency in first
shot matching than competitive POS products.”
Got a question? Eventually you might, but you’re
afraid to call because who has from 7 am to 10 to sit
on the phone listening to how important your call is
to people who won’t talk to you? Datacolor promises to
deliver first-class customer service and support. “Retailers’
success goes beyond technology, something Datacolor fully
understands and delivers with performance monitoring,
employee education/training, application support, hardware
service and even comprehensive retail services to support
your paint department,” said Bunting.

Measure and Control

“Color matching services for retail paint include measuring and controlling, formulation and visual
assessment,” Susan told us. We’re sure that’s
all great stuff, but sometimes when
you get into “terms,” people stop
paying attention. So we want to
make sure everyone’s on the same
page (which means stay on this
page for now!).
In a nutshell, these services
make it easier for you to
provide color help and
matching. “These
solutions take the
guesswork out of color
matching and formula-
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tion, ensuring accurate,
repeatable results that can’t
be achieved by simply ‘eyeing up’ a color sample,”
said Bunting.
So, here ya go:
Measure: Find the closest
or exact color of a sample
and generate a digital signature for the color; for
example, a customer comes
to you with a color sample. You can use the ColorReader
or ColorReaderPro to identify the closest color in a fan
deck, or using the Datacolor 200R, for an exact color
match.
Formulate: Using a color sample’s digital signature,
create the “recipe” to recreate the color as paint. For
example, once the paint color match is found using the
Datacolor 200R, the digital signature for the color is
processed by the Datacolor PAINT 2.0 software, which
generates the exact measurements and tints required to
dispense the corresponding paint.
Direct to dispense: Using Datacolor’s Software Developer’s
Kit (SDK), Dispenser or Paint manufacture company can
connect their software/electronic formula book directly
with the ColorReader. For example, if a store staff member
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uses the ColorReaderPro to
look up a sample’s closest
color, then they can connect
the device to their Datacolor
Paint software or their dispenser software to dispense
the corresponding paint
without having to manually
type in the paint number or
formula.

Hold that Line!

From here, the company wants you to know that they’re
there to help and they won’t hang up on you if you call
after they have your money. “Our relationship with retailers
doesn’t end with a completed sale,” Bunting promises.
“We pride ourselves on becoming lifelong partners who
understand your business. Our products, including the
ColorReader and ColorReaderPRO, come with Datacolor’s
industry-renown color technology expertise and support,
such as in-store demonstrations, marketing materials and
ongoing person-to-person assistance. We’re here to help
ensure your success, and that absolutely extends to your
bottom line. As such, we’ve created a reseller program that
rewards you. Orders of five or more come at a discounted
price, helping to bolster your proceeds.” datacolor.com TPD

A Call to Paint-Makers: Pay Attention to Us!
I’ve gotten used to living my life at the bottom of the
food chain. When we go out, my fiancé tells me where
we are going and how I am to dress. My daughter tells
me where to send my money and how much to send (a
process that leaves her much more satisfied than it leaves
me). I knew when we lost our beloved dog last month that
things would change around the house; I just didn’t know
that I would be in charge of eating all the
leftovers!
Still though, I don’t like to complain (out
loud) because I’m an optimist and know that
from the bottom, there’s only one way for
me to go now!
Here’s the silver lining to being forced to
live my life on the bottom rung: as an independent paint retailer I’ve had 30 years to
prepare me for this exigency! And I always
contributing writer
have you other dealers to keep me company
MARK
because while it may be lonely at the top,
LIPTON
it’s standing room only here at the bottom!
But why are so many quality independent retailers all
crowding into this little spot at the bottom of the paint
world? This is not the sort of column where I bore you
with a ton of meticulously researched facts but I do know
this: the independent paint retailing segment is a multibillion dollar chunk of business that provides very high
margins for the
suppliers and
manufacturers we
buy from. So why
the cold shoulder
from so many?
There are
examples of companies that do a
good job focusing
on the independent channel. Benjamin Moore of course
comes to mind: they’re the biggest player in the space, but
there are others. What I’m talking (complaining) about
though are the big boys. Where are Sherwin Williams
and PPG? These two guys combined manufacture and sell
around $30,000,000,000 per year in paint. If PPG and SW
were US states, combined they would have the 15th largest
budget in the country! They are clearly the industry leaders
in all respects but one: they seem to care little about the
independent channel.
PPG is in my view the better of the two in terms of how
they treat independents. They do sell to independents, but
their program is a hodgepodge of ever-changing priorities.
In some markets they are supportive of independents (at
least the ones that have found a way to coexist with their

company owned stores). But for the most part they are
absent. I give them credit in that that they still maintain
lines for the channel, so they give the appearance of at least
catering to the independents.
No, it’s really Sherwin-Williams that I struggle to understand. Despite their excellent choice in monthly columns
to sponsor (my sponsor Pratt & Lambert is owned by
SW), I don’t see anything in their “go to market” that tells
me they’re all that interested in the independent retailers.
Since their merger with Valspar, it actually seems to be
getting worse based on what I hear and am experiencing!
Their main paint brand in this segment is Pratt & Lambert, which is very low volume. That’s as good as it gets
for them. Believe it or not they still have Dutch Boy and
Martin Senour but I don’t see either of those two brands
even lasting much longer.
Part of me wants them to stay asleep but I admit: it’s
never good to wake a sleeping giant. Since they have all
the resources, there’s part of me that would be excited to
see what they could do for us! The amount of data they
have to share, infrastructure, manufacturing and marketing
capabilities, personnel, training capacity, and much more
would, if they ever took an interest, make them instantly
the most formidable player in the space. They’re selling us
brushes, stains, rollers, caulking and more: why not paint?
A presentation given about a year ago to the investment

“There are examples of companies
that do a good job focusing on the
independent channel.”
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community by the president of their Consumer Brands
Division didn’t even MENTION independent retailers
and made just a passing mention of the brands they sell us!
That tells me all I need to know.
Before you write me saying that we don’t need any more
competition, I disagree! My individual stores don’t need
any more competition and neither do yours. But more
companies selling to the independent retailers creates more
competition, and that creates better outcomes for all of us.
I may be on the bottom rung on the ladder, but you’re not
going to climb up without stepping on me first!
Mark Lipton is the 4th generation owner of
Tremont Paint in New York City as well as a consultant to the coatings industry. mdlipton@me.com TPD

NEW!

Introducing Mirka® Iridium
Mirka® Iridium, produced with cutting edge technology and perfected for speed and efficiency.
From coarse to fine grits, Iridium cuts faster with fewer steps on both soft and hard surfaces. Thanks to the
new precision coating, the abrasive does not wear out easily. It practically repels dust, so the grains stay sharp
longer. With the new multihole pattern, pair Iridium with Mirka’s pneumatic or electric tools such as the
Mirka® DEROS or MIRKA® DEOS for superior dust extraction.

Key Iridium Features
•
•
•
•

Fast sanding and consistent scratch pattern saves you time and money
Consistent quality and non-stick coating repels dust and provides a long disc life
Effective multihole pattern delivers outstanding performance without clogging
Premium paper backing offers remarkable flexibility and grain adhesion

Experience Multihole Dust-Free Perfection

Mirka® DEOS / Mirka® DEROS

Iridium Multihole Abrasives

Vacuum Hose

Dust Extractor

mirkawoodworking.us • mirka.com • dustfreeperfection.us
Mirka USA • 2375 Edison Blvd., Twinsburg, Ohio 44087 • tel 800-843-3904 • fax 800-626-6970

Wasting valuable shelf space
Cumbersome tint bases
High inventory costs
Lower margins
Paint waste

Independent Vs. BOX

Small territory
The Status Quo
Being told what to do
Selling inferior products
Losing store traffic to the competitor
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World’s first and only ONE-COAT paint
888.470.1320 | evopaints.com
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